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This compilation probably looks like one of the craziest things a human being could spend his or her time on. Yet nobody
would wonder at someone taking a short walk every day - after twenty five years that person would have covered a
surprisingly long distance. This is exactly the story behind this list, which appeared first as a few pages within the
directory StarGuides (or whatever name it had at that time) and as a distinct sister publication since 1990. The idea
behind this dictionary is to offer astronomers and related space scientists practical assistance in decoding the numerous
abbreviations, acronyms, contractions and symbols which they might encounter in all aspects of the vast range of their
professional activities, including traveling. Perhaps it is a bit paradoxical, but if scientists quickly grasp the meaning of an
acronym solely in their own specific discipline, they will probably encounter more difficulties when dealing with adjacent
fields. It is for this purpose that this dictionary might be most often used. Scientists might also refer to this compilation in
order to avoid identifying a project by an acronym which already has too many meanings or confused definitions.
Unlike regionalism in architecture, which has been widely discussed in recent years, nationalism in architecture has not
been so well explored and understood. However, the most powerful collective representation of a nation is through its
architecture and how that architecture engages the global arena by expressing, defining and sometimes negating a
sense of nation in order to participate in the international world. Bringing together case studies from Europe, North and
South America, the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Australia, this book provides a truly global exploration of the relationship
between architecture and nationalism, via the themes of regionalism and representation, various national building
projects, ethnic and trans-national expression, national identities and histories of nationalist architecture and the
philosophies and sociological studies of nationalism. It argues that nationalism needs to be trans-national as a notion to
be critically understood and the geographical scope of the proposed volume reflects the continuing relevance of the topic
within current architectural scholarship as an overarching notion. The interdisciplinary essays are coherently grouped
together in three thematic sections: Revisiting Nationalism, Interpreting Nationalism and Questioning Nationalism. These
chapters, offer vignettes of the protean appearances of nationalism across nations, and offer a basis of developing wider
knowledge and critically situated understanding of the question, beyond a singular nation's limited bounds.
In this study outsourcing is defined as the organizational practice of contracting for services from an external entity while
retaining control over assets and oversight of the services being outsourced. In the 1980s, a number of factors led to a
renewed interest in outsourcing. For private sector organizations, outsourcing was identified as a strategic component of
business process reengineering-an effort to streamline an organization and increase its profitability. In the public sector,
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growing concern about the federal budget deficit, the continuing long-term fiscal crisis of some large cities, and other
factors accelerated the use of privatization measures (including outsourcing for services) as a means of increasing the
efficiency of government.
Since the end of Apartheid, there has been a new orientation in South African art and design, turning away from the
colonial aesthetics to new types of African expression. This book examines some of the fascinating and impressive works
of contemporary public architecture that 'concretise' imaginative dialogues with African landscapes, craft and indigenous
traditions. Referring to Frantz Fanon's classic study of colonised subjectivity, 'Black Skin, White Masks', Noble contends
that Fanon's metaphors of mask and skin are suggestive for architectural criticism, in the context of post-Apartheid public
design. Taking South Africa's first democratic election of 1994 as its starting point, the book focuses on projects that were
won in architectural competitions. Such competitions are conceived within ideological debates and studying them allows
for an examination of the interrelationships between architecture, politics and culture. The book offers insights into these
debates through interviews with key parties concerned - architects, competition jurors, politicians, council and city
officials, artists and crafters, as well as people who are involved in the day-to-day life of the buildings in question.
Vol. for 1906/07 includes proceedings of the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of the Institute.
More than 1.2 million households in South Africa live in informal settlements, without access to adequate shelter, services or secure tenure.
There has been a gradual shift to upgrading these informal settlements in recent years, and there have been some innovative experiments.
Upgrading Informal Settlements in South Africa: a partnership-based approach examines the successes and challenges of informal
settlement upgrading initiatives in South Africa and contextualises these experiences within global debates about informal settlement
upgrading and urban transformation. The book discusses: · The South African informal settlement upgrading agenda from local, national and
international perspectives · South African ‘city experiences’ with informal housing and upgrading · The role of partnerships, actors and
capabilities in pursuing an incremental upgrading agenda · Tools, instruments and methodologies for incremental upgrading · Implications of
the upgrading agenda for the transformation of cities The book has been written and edited by a wide range of practitioners and researchers
from government, NGOs, the private sector and academia. It covers theory and practice and represents a vast accumulated body of housing
experience in South Africa.
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